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Shiho Xiang scrambled up and said, “Little Joe, what are you doing?”

Su Xiao Qiao said, “Shi Hao Xiang, what is it you are doing?Go away, don’t disturb me in line.”

Shi Haoxiang said heartbrokenly, “Xiao Qiao, you can find me if you want guidance, why spend this
money in vain.”

Su Xiao Qiao sneered, “I’m happy to do so.”

At that moment, Shi Haoxiang turned her head and saw that at the end of the line, Miff was also in
line.

“Ah, Maeve, what are you doing?”Shiho-hyang rushed up.

Miff was embarrassed and said, “Cousin, I’m sorry, I am.”

“Maeve, what did you just call me?”

“Cousin, huh?”

“Cousin?”
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Shi Hao Xiang said sadly, “Didn’t you used to call me Ho?”

Miff was a little embarrassed and said, “Yes, there is?I’ve always, always called you cousin ah.”

Shi Haoxiang was about to cry, busy saying, “Mei Fu, stop it, come with me, I’ve decided to give up Su
Xiao Qiao, I’ll be devoted to you in the future.”

Mei Fu pretended not to hear, and said with some embarrassment, “That, cousin, today’s weather
seems to be quite good ah.”

“Mei Fu, I’m not joking with you, I’m serious, come with me and be my daughter-in-law.”Shi Haoxiang
went to pull Maeve’s hand, but Maeve shook him off and laughed, “Cousin, don’t be like that, we’re
relatives, it’s not good for people to see us.”

Shi Haoxiang was about to cry out, and said with a pained heart, “When you used to call me Brother
Haoxiang, you never treated me as a relative, but now you treat me as a relative.”

Mi Fu was a little impatient, “Alright, cousin, let’s talk about what’s going on later, don’t affect my
queue now.”

“Maeve, have you forgotten how you treated me before?”



“Cousin, in my heart, I’ve always treated you as my brother, are you misunderstanding somewhere.”

Seeing this, Shi Haoxiang no longer said anything, silently wiped his tears, and turned around to walk
away.

In the past, when he appeared on stage, all the women looked at him floridly and all the men looked at
him adoringly, but now, everyone was passing by him and ignoring him.Even his cousin, who used to
think he was the best man in the world, had left him.

omi was in the cave, instructing one by one.

A few hours later.

“Next.”

A beautiful woman walked in.

omi’s eyes lit up, he found another beauty, before that Mei Fu was nice, now another one appeared,
this Upper Immortal Middle Class, there are quite a few beauties ah.

“Hello.”That pretty girl greeted shyly.

“Hello, what’s your name?”

“My name is Little Joe Sue.”

“Xiao Qiao, well, the name is beautiful.”omi knew that in the past, in the mortal world, a trio of
countries, there was a beautiful woman named Xiao Qiao.There was also a poem, “The east wind does
not poo with Zhou Lang, the copper bird spring locks two Qiao.

“Ah, do you think I’m beautiful?Thank you big brother.”

omi smiled, “Beautiful is very beautiful, no matter how beautiful, it’s not free, I’m not brushing my
face.”

Su Xiao Qiao smiled, “Big brother misunderstood, I brought the immortal coins.”Said busy taking out
the immortal coins.

omi felt a little guilty, he had just spoken without a word, would his words be too mercenary, too
inconsistent with the identity of a genius.

omi could only helplessly say, “I was just joking with you, don’t take it seriously ah, how about this, I’ll
give you free.”

“Ah, no need.”

“Alright, Xian coins are like dirt in my eyes.”omi himself would vomit at the sound of it.

“Thank you, then, big brother.”

“Alright, let’s get started.”

omi spent more than ten minutes instructing the



One down Su Xiao Qiao.

“Thank you big brother, you are so right, being instructed by you, my whole body is now like waking up
to the truth.”

“Oh, go back and practice more.”

“Thank you.”Su Xiao Qiao reluctantly looked as if she didn’t want to leave the cave.

“What? Any more questions?No problem I’ll shout next.”

“I, I, ugh, I’ll leave first then.”Su Xiao Qiao walked away with a sigh, what a step forward and back.

omi touched his face and said, “This face, it’s really brought me too much trouble, sometimes, I really
want to throw a basin of acid on it.”

About half a day later, another beautiful woman came in.

This beauty was none other than Maeve.

“Er, it’s you.”omi was startled, this guy, who was also really thick-skinned, dared to come and ask for
omi’s guidance.

Mei Fu smiled slightly and said, “Brother Tang, I’m sorry ah, I was blind before, I hope you don’t have
the same knowledge as me.”

omi said, “I really didn’t get along with you, you don’t need to apologize to me, alright, I’m busy, there
are still many people lining up outside, if you don’t have anything to do, don’t bother me.”

“Ah, Brother Tang, I have something ah, I’ve been in line all morning too, I want you to guide me ah.”

“Isn’t your cousin, Shi Haoxiang, going to guide you, why do you need me?”

“Big Brother Tang, don’t undermine me, with my cousin’s two skills, how can he be on par with you, I
expect Big Brother Tang to treat me equally, since you charge immortal coins for guidance, don’t take
special care of me.”

“Alright, I’m really not in the mood to argue with you, pay up.”

“Thanks.”

omi didn’t kick out Meifu, it was unseemly, after all, men, be generous, it’s not generous enough to be
bothered with this little matter.

After omi finished instructing, he directly shouted, “Next.”

Mei Fu originally wanted to say a few words to omi, but there was nothing left to say, so she had to go
out of the cave.

In the blink of an eye, three days passed.

omi instructed for three days and bumped up another 1,500 Xian coins.



“Haha, I’m considered rich at the moment.”omi laughed, 1,500 immortal coins really wasn’t a small
amount, because many students, even if their families were still okay, would only be issued 100 to 700
to 800 immortal coins in 10,000 years.

However, three days later, there were still many people lining up outside the cave, some of them in
duplicate queues.

omi walked out of the cave and said, “Everyone, three days are over, let’s disperse.”

“Big brother, that’s not fair, we’ve been queuing for so long.”

“I’m sorry, I only have three days, but don’t worry, I’ll continue to instruct next time when I have time,
just come back then.”

“So when’s the next time?”

“Maybe ten years from now, maybe a hundred years from now, maybe even longer, maybe even
forever.”

“Ah.”

“Sorry about that.”

Those who didn’t have other guidance were with the lost look.

omi was engaging in starvation marketing, but omi was really tired, and there would be plenty of
opportunities to keep earning in the future.

omi would have to learn how to alchemize pills later, and after the immortal coins were earned, the
level of alchemy would have to keep up, otherwise it would be a waste to train so many immortal coins
into fourth grade immortal pills.

After the crowd dispersed, omi quickly left the place.

Unknown to omi, this place, a certain two beauties were looking forward to when they would find him
again, wanting very much to talk to him again, even expecting a little ambiguity to happen.

omi’s next destination was the Xiantian Department.

Now that he no longer needed to go through the trouble of practicing the Sun and Moon Divine Sword
and the Shura Divine Saber, he had plenty of time to do other things.
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